Conspiracy to kill all Israeli Jews
Destroy Israel OBAMA LEGACY COLORED UNITED STATES OF AMERICAS

MOSHE SISELSENDER
BARAK OBAMA IS THE FIRST COLORED PRESIDENT OF THE USA.

IT WOULD BE FITTING FOR HIM IN THE LAST 9 MONTHS OF HIS PRESIDENCY TO RIGHT THE WRONGS AND INJUSTICES INFLECTED ON ALL COLORED PEOPLE BY THE GREED LUST AND THEFT OF THE WHITE MAN FOR THE LAST 500 YEARS ON OUR CONTINENTS OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA.

WHY NOT USE PRESIDENTIAL EXECUTIVE POWER TO SET UP A CONFEDERATION OR WHATEVER YOU WANT TO CALL IT OF ALL BLACK RED COLORED SKIN NEGROES AND INDIANS IN NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA?

Such a move would quickly win the approval of the UNITED NATIONS SECURITY
COUNCIL. RUSSIA FRANCE GREAT BRITAIN
THE ARAB BLOCK THE NON ALIGNED
NATIONS OF AFRICA WOULD ALL SUPPORT
SUCH A DECLARATION.

THEN HALF OF THE USA WOULD BE
OCCUPIED TERRITORY JUST LIKE THE GOLAN
YEHUDAL SHOMRON GAZA OLD CITY OF
JERUSALEM ARE NOT PART OF ISRAEL ; BUT
OCCUPIED TERRITORY.

BARRAK OBAMA IS HALF BLACK HALF
WHITE . HE HAS A CHRISTIAN MOTHER
AND A MUSLIM FATHER . HE SPENT HIS
YOUNG YEARS IN INDONESIA WHEN HIS
MOTHER REMARRIED AN INDONESIAN
MUSLIM MAN.
THE ABOVE MENTIONED DECLARATION WOULD SERVE THE UNIVERSAL INTERESTS OF JUSTICE.

OBAMA IS A MAN OF DETERMINATION NOT DETERRED BY PETTY AMERICAN PAROCHIAL INTERESTS.

LET HIM PROCLAIM TODAY THAT THE WHITES ARE OCCUPIERS IN LAND THAT DOES NOT BELONG TO THEM; BUT TO THE BLACK AND RED SKINNED NATIVES OF THIS GREAT INDIAN COUNTRY.

HE WILL REBUILD THE ANCIENT INDIAN TEMPLES. HE WILL RE-ESTABLISH THE GREAT CIVILIZATIONS AND CULTURE OF THE NATIVE AMERICANS IN NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAS.
HE WILL RE-INSTITUTE HUMAN SCRIFICES- IN THE TRUE ADVANCED HUMANE TRADITION OF THE AZTACS, INCAS AND OTHER GREAT INTELECTUAL INDIAN NATIONS.

IN THAT WAY THE gods OF THE SUN AND MOON WILL BE APPEASED AND NOT DESTROY THE WORLD. ALL IN LINE WITH INCA AND AZTAC THEOLOGY.

OBVIOUSLY, THE ABOVE IS INSANITY.

SO TOO, IT IS INSANITY TO PROCLAIM THAT THE GOLAN YEHUDAH SHOMRON OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM GAZA ARE NOT PART OF ISRAEL.
THE UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL AND ALL THE TENACLES OF THIS OCTOPUS ARE NULL AND VOID.

IT IS FOR SUCH NON HUMAN ANIMALS THAT GOD’S VENGEANCE STATED IN THE 2ND OF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS SPEAKS.

“GOD WILL VISIT THE SIN OF THE FATHERS UPON THE CHILDREN ON THE THIRD AND FOURTH GENERATION TO MY ENEMIES”-WHEN THEY FOLLOW IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE PARENTS- WITH MURDER GRAND LARCENY AND RAPE.

EUROPEAN SUB ANIMALS WHO RAPED COMMITED GRAND LARCENY AND MURDERED BILLIONS. EUROPE ASIA AFRICA CHINA INDIA NORTH SOUTH AMERICA AUSTRALIA THE ENTIRE WORLD WHERE THESE BEASTS TROD WAS CONVERTED INTO A CEMETERY.

TODAY THESE sub humans of THIS PLANET OF THE EVIL APES ARE SITTING IN THE UNITED SECURITY COUNCIL. THEY PLACE THE ONLY DEMOCRACY in IN THE MIDDLE EAST- ISRAEL AND THE AND ALMOST SEVEN MILLION JEWS IN ISRAEL AND ANOTHER EIGHT MILLION JEWS IN THE REST OF THE WORLD IN MORTAL RISK OF BEING MURDERED JEWISH People
THESE SUB HUMAN BEAST POSING AS PEOPLE USE AS A PRETEXT FOR THE MURDER OF JEWS THAT THE GOLAN YEHUDAL SHOMRON GAZA THE OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM ARE NOT PART OF ISRAEL. RATHER THEY ARE PART OF SYRIAAND THE PALESTINIAN FUTURE STATE.

SYRIA PRIOR TO THE 1967 WAR USED THE HEIGHTS OF GOLAN FOR 18 YEARS FROM 1948 TO 1967 TO SHELL AND WRECK HAVOC ON THE JEWS IN THE GALLIEL. THE ARABS NEVER USED THE NAME PALESTINIANS UNTIL AFTER ISRAEL LIBERATED GOLAN JEHUDAH SHOMRON OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM. BEFORE 1967 THEY CALLED THEMSELVES SYRIAN OR JORDANIANS.
THE ARABS PRIOR TO 1967 KILLED JEWS UNTIL ISRAEL PUT AN END BY LIBERATING YEHUDAH SHOMRON AND OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM.

ALL THOSE COUNTRIES WHO SCREAM THAT GOLAN YEHUHAH SHOMRON OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM ARE NOT PART OF ISRAEL ARE FULLY AWARE THAT THE ONLY REASON THE SYRIANS WANT TO GET BACK THE GOLAN IS TO USE THAT AS A BASE TO ATTACK AND KILL JEWS. THE PALESTINIANS WANT TO GET YEHUDAH SHOMRON AND OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM TO USE THIS AREA TO ATTACK AND DESTROY ISRAEL. THE PALESTINIAN DOES NOT MAKE ANY SECRET ABOUT THEIR EVENTUAL PLANS. THEY HONESTLY STATE
THIR GOAL TO DESTROY ISRAEL AND MURDER ALL THE JEWS.

THESE NATIONS ARE ACCESSORIES AND CONSPIRATORIES IN THE ON GOING PLAN TO DESTROY ISRAEL AND MURDER ALL THE JEWS IN ISRAEL AND THE REST OF THE WORLD.


THE DECLARATION BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT AND OBAMA THAT THE GOLAN YEHUDAH SHOMRON OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM ARE NOT PART OF ISRAEL IS INSANITY.
IT IS SIMILAR INSANITY AS THE CREATION OF AN INDIAN COMMONWEALTH IN PARTS OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA.

I AM CERTAIN THAT THE NATIONS OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA WOULD NOT TAKE GRACEFULLY TO THIS SUGGESTION OF A CREATION OF A BLACK AND INDIAN CONFEDERACY AT THEIR EXPENSE. I AM CERTAIN THAT THEY WOULD DISMISS AS UTTER NONSENSE NULL AND VOID ANY DIRECTIVE BY THE UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL.

SO TOO ISRAEL AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE HAVE DONE IN THE PAST - DO PRESENTLY WILL DO IN THE FUTURE .

The European sub humans pose as human beings with their puppets at all the United
Nation sb divisions. They include the
Security Council. UNESCO another tenacle of the UN OCTOPUS is a metamorphosis of the Snake in the Bible who brought death to mankind. They seek to destroy Jews and Israel by abrogating the historical connection of the Jew with The land of Israel. They abrogate the historical connection from 3400 years ago that Yehudah Shomron Old City of Jerusalem Golan Gaza are Jewish. They seek to obliterate and erase the historical link of the Jew to the two Temples at in Jerusalem. They seek to erase the connection of the Jew to Rachel’s Tomb in Bethlehem. They seek to erase the connection of the Jew to the Meoras hamachpala the burial tomb of
Abraham Sarah Isaac Rebecca Jacob and Leah in Hevron.

In the Bible Psalms chapter 33 God states” men plot and scheme to destroy the Jew, but all their schemes will evaporate and are void and null. The JEW will prevail.” The Jew is eternal just like God is Eternal.

ALL THE COUNTRIES OF THE United nAtion WILL DISAPPEAR JUST LIKE THE ancient Greeks and Romans.

ISRAEL MUST ASSERT ITSELF AND BECOME INDEPENDENT IN EVERY WAY ECONOMICALLY MILITARILY AND POLITICALLY.

ECONOMICALLY- ESTABLISH OTHER MARKETS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.
TO COUNTER THE BOYCOTT OF THE EUROPEANS. GOD REVEALED HIS PROVIDENCE BY PROVIDING ISRAELIS TO DISCOVER THE OIL AND GAS RESERVES IN THE WATERS OFF ISRAEL. THE WORLD CAN HUFF AND PUFF AND DECLARE AT EVERY TURN THAT THEY DO NOT RECOGNIZE SOME PARTS OF ISRAEL OR ALL OF ISRAEL AS BELONGING TO JEWS.

BUT ISRAEL WITH THE HELP OF GOD WILL PREVAIL. WHEN WE CLEARLY ASSERT THAT WE DO NOT RECOGNIZE
THOSE WHO DENY OUR RIGHTS TO ALL OF HISTORICAL ISRAEL. THE
NETZECH
ISRAEL LO
ISHAKER
THE ETERNAL
OF ISRAEL
DOES NOT LIE.
The American Supreme Court found in 201.6 Iran guilty of being an accessory in
terrorism that killed and injured American citizens. Iran was ordered to
pay 2 billion dollars. Iranian assets in US Custody were frozen to pay the victims.
Iran and 120 non aligned nations scream hell and highwater threaten to go
to the International Court of Justice at the Hague and the United Nations
Security Council to sue and complain against the USA.
How dare the USA punish Iran and prevent her in the future from sponsoring
terrorism!!!!
And continuing to murder!!!!
inocent civilians.!!!!!!!!!
The USA response is to tell them to go TO HELL.

It is not against
International law to punish the murderers.!!!!!!

Even if the International laws say
differently we will tell the United Nations Security Council and The International
Court of Law in the Hague
TO GO to HELL.
SO
TOO, ISRAEL.
ISRAEL HAS THE
RIGHT; NO THE OBLIGATION THE DUTY TO DEFEND ITS RIGHT TO ALL
OF HISTORICAL ISRAEL.
JUST LIKE THE USA WILL DEFEND ALL OF IT’S
BOUNDARIES
EVEN WITH THE
USE OF
ATOMIC
POWER;
SO TOO,
ISRAEL.
ANY ATTEMP
TO PLUNDER
AND TEAR
APART
YEHUDAH
SHOMRON
GAZA GOLAN
OLD CITY OF
JERUSALEM
SHOULD BE
MET WITH THE USE OF CONVENTIONAL AND NON-CONVENTIONAL
POWER.-
ATOMIC
CHEMICAL
BIOLOGICAL
POWER.
LET
THOSE IN THE
CHOROUS OF
EVIL WHO PLOT
THE
DESTRUCTION
OF THE JEW BY DESTROYING THE POWER BASE FOR THE JEW'S SURVIVAL BY
CHOCKING THE JEW AND RENDERING HIM AGAIN POWERLESS BY DESTROYING
THE 4000 YEAR HOME OF THE JEW HISTORICAL YEHUDAH SHOMRON
GAZA GOLAN
OLD CITY OF
JERUSALEM
AND NEW
ISRAEL
INTERNALIZE THAT THIS TIME AROUND THE JEW IS NOT POWERLESS.
"ONE WHO
ARISES TO KILL
YOU PRE-EMPT
AND KILL HIM."
APPLIES TO
ONE
TEN
ONE HUNDRED
ONE
THOUSAND
TEN THOUSAND
ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND
ONE MILLION
TEN MILLION
ONE HUNDRED
MILLION
ONE BILLION
SEVEN BILLION.

IF THE JEW IS GOING TO DIE THE WHOLE
WORLD WILL PERISH!!!!!!!!!!!!!
AND

THE

JEW
WILL SURVIVE
SUCH IS THE ARBITRARY ELECTION OF GOD
THE JEW IS CHOSEN
SUCH IS THE ELECTION OF GOD; NOT THE
ELECTION OF THE JEW.
WORLD DO NOT BE STUPID
DO NOT MESS WITH THE JEW.
ALL PEOPLE IN THE ENTIRE WORLD
ARE

CHOSEN

AND

THE

ELECT

OF
GOD

IF

THEY

DO

NOT

MESS
WITH

THE

JEW.